SAMPLE
L u x u r yPAGE
L a c e S o c k s ONLY
HeartStrings Pattern S09 - 5233

These fine gauge socks in exotic laceweight yarns are an extra special treat for
your feet. Designed with a simple small-multiple lace motif set within ribbed
columns to be pleasantly interesting, yet straight forward enough in case this
might be your first adventure on tiny needles. Classic heel flap construction with
subtle textural enhancement plus a comfy spiral toe.

While these socks are not a quick-knit, the fine-gauge knitting epitomizes the
grandeur of lace in which you can take special pride in creating.
Sizing
Women's Small [Medium, Large] for planned finished measurements of leg length 8", foot length
8¼[9½,11]", and sock foot circumference of 7[7½,8]" to fit actual foot circumference of
7-7¾[8-8¾,9 -9½]". (Note: Adjustment points for leg length, foot circumference, and foot length are given
in the instructions. If making larger, you may need more yarn.)

Yarn and Needles
450[500,600] yards / 1½[1¾,2] ounces of laceweight yarn at approximately 300 - 325 yards per ounce /
28 - 30 wraps per inch.
Set of 4 or 5 double point needles in each of these sizes US 3/0 (1.5 mm) or size required to obtain gauge of 12 sts/inch over stockinette stitch
US 2/0 (1.75 mm) or one size larger than those used to obtain gauge
Size 24 tapestry needle or other small blunt-tipped needle for closing toe and finishing ends.
Pictured model was knitted in Jaggerspun Zephyr 50% silk/50% wool yarn in color Vanilla. Zephyr is a
worsted-spun yarn known for its strength and durability as a weaving yarn, and thus a good yarn for
socks. If you are choosing a less durable yarn, consider knitting nylon reinforcement thread along with
your lace yarn in the heel and toe areas.
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I strive to make your pattern accurate and complete. If I have overlooked something, or if you have problems or suggestions,
please let me know at: HeartStrings, 53 Parlange Dr, Destrehan, LA 70047, (985) 764-8094 or Jackie@HeartStringsFiberArts.com

